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Abstract
Integrating existing solvers for unsteady partial differential equations into a
simultaneous optimization method is challenging due to the forward-in-time
information propagation of classical time-stepping methods. This paper applies the simultaneous single-step one-shot optimization method to a reformulated unsteady constraint that allows for both forward- and backwardin-time information propagation. Especially in the presence of chaotic and
turbulent flow, solving the initial value problem simultaneously with the optimization problem often scales poorly with the time domain length. The new
formulation relaxes the initial condition and instead solves a least squares
problem for the discrete partial differential equations. This enables efficient
one-shot optimization that is independent of the time domain length, even
in the presence of chaos.
Keywords: simultaneous optimization, one-shot, unsteady flow, dual
time-stepping, chaos, least squares shadowing
1. Introduction
This paper is motivated by aerodynamic design in the presence of massively separated flows. Important applications include launch vehicle design
[1, 2], helicopter design [3, 4], designing highly maneuverable air vehicles
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[5, 6], and designing turbomachinery components [7, 8]. In these applications, massively separation often generate large scale unsteady flows, which
can cause large fluctuating pressure forces and may lead to undesirable structural vibration and acoustic noise [1, 9]. Avoiding and mitigating these engineering issues motivates efficient aerodynamic design optimization in unsteady simulations of massively separated flows.
The paper applies simultaneous optimization [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18] to unsteady partial differential equations (PDEs) which mimic the
behavior of massively separated flows, in particular flow past cylindrical bluff
bodies [19, 20]. Such flows typically contain two most dynamically important
regions, the near wake, and the far wake [19]. The near wake contains a
recirculation region behind the bluff body, whose shear layers generate a
repeating pattern of swirling vortices known as von Karman vortex street.
These vortices shed into the far wake, where they advect downstream and
slowly dissipate. In our 1D model, the near wake is mimicked by a nonlinear
ordinary differential equation (ODE) exhibiting self-excited oscillations; the
far wake is mimicked by an advection-diffusion equation, whose upstream
boundary condition is determined by the ODE mimicking the near wake.
The nonlinear dynamics of the near wake dictates our choice of ODE
mimicking it. In the near wake of a circular cylinder, regular, periodic vortex shedding occurs at Reynolds numbers between 40 and 150. When the
Reynolds number exceeds a few hundred, the near wake become irregular and
aperiodic[19]. These higher Reynolds number flows are of interest to most
aerospace engineering applications. For high Reynolds number turbulent
flows, direct simulation is currently impractical. Instead they are often simulated using unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS),
large eddy simulation (LES), or their hybrid [21, 22, 23, 24]. RANS often
models regular, periodic vortex shedding in the near wake, while LES often
models irregular, aperiodic vortex shedding, which better resembles experiments [24, 25]. While regular, periodic vortex shedding can be explained
by nonlinear limit cycles, irregular, aperiodic self-excited oscillation can be
explained by strange attractors of chaotic nonlinear dynamics [26, 27, 28, 29]
In this paper, we use well known ODE models of both nonlinear limit cycle
and chaotic strange attractor, respectively the Van-der-Pol oscillator and the
Lorenz attractor [30, 31, 32, 33, 34].
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1.1. Simultaneous one-shot optimization with PDE constraints
We aim at solving an optimization problem that is constrained by an
unsteady differential equation, as e.g. a Van-der-Pol oscillator, a Lorenz
attractor, or a PDE that governs the dynamics of massively separated flows,
as the following
min J(y, u) s.t. c(y, u) = 0.
y,u

(1)

Here y ∈ Y and u ∈ U represent the state and the design variables in a
differential equation c(y, u) = 0, respectively, with c : Y × U → Y . J denotes
some objective function to be minimized with J : Y × U → R. }Throughout
the paper we assume that Y and U are finite dimensional Hilbert spaces so
that their elements can be associated with coordinate vectors in Rm and Rn ,
if dim Y = m and dim U = n, and write duals as transposed vectors.
If solving the PDE is computationally expensive, so-called one-shot or
full-space methods that solve the necessary optimality conditions for the
problem (1) simultaneously in the full space for the state, the design and the
corresponding adjoint variables have proven to be very efficient [14, 35, 18,
16]. However, many full-space methods require the computation of additional
Jacobians of the PDE constraints which are not part of common PDE solvers.
This makes it necessary to rewrite existing simulation codes for optimization.
In this paper, we rather pursue the so-called single-step one-shot optimization method [36, 37] that overcomes this difficulty and exploits existing
simulation software by treating the simulation iterations in a more or less
black box fashion. To this end, we assume that the user is provided with a
simulation code of fixed-point type that computes a PDE solution y with the
iteration
yk+1 = H(yk , u)

(2)

for any given design u while the limit point limk→∞ yk = y satisfies
y = H(y, u) ⇔ c(y, u) = 0.

(3)

Following the first-discretize-then-optimize approach, we replace the constraints in (1) by the fixed-point formulation for the PDE solver and focus
on the discrete optimization problem
min J(y, u) s.t. y = H(y, u)
y,u
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(4)

instead. With adjoint variables ȳ ∈ Y ∗ , the necessary optimality conditions
are given by the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions [38]
y = H(y, u)
ȳ = Jy (y, u)T + Hy (y, u)T ȳ
T

T

0 = Ju (y, u) + Hu (y, u) ȳ

state equation

(5)

adjoint equation

(6)

design equation

(7)

where subscripts denote partial derivatives. In the single-step one-shot method,
this system of equations is solved simultaneously in a single coupled iteration:
 


H(yk , uk )
yk+1
 ȳk+1  = 

Jy (yk , uk )T + Hy (yk , uk )T ȳk
(8)
 .
−1
T
T
uk+1
uk − Bk Ju (yk , uk ) + Hu (yk , uk ) ȳk
The first line corresponds to one iteration of the provided PDE solver. The
second line performs one step of an adjoint PDE solver that attempts to
solve the adjoint equation (6). It can be generated efficiently by applying
Automatic Differentiation (AD) to H and J [39]. The last line of iteration
(8) applies a preconditioned design update in the direction of the (inexact)
reduced gradient JuT + HuT ȳ. The choice of the preconditioning matrix Bk
ensures convergence of the single-step one-shot method according to [40]. It
has been proven there, that Bk approximates the reduced Hessian of J near
the optimal point. It can be approximated using secant updates based on
the reduced gradient (e.g. BFGS updates [38]).
The single-step one-shot method simultaneously solves the PDE along
with the optimization problem. It exploits existing simulation software by
treating the mapping H in a black box fashion in the optimization process.
In contrast to many other full-space optimization methods, no additional
Jacobians of the PDE constraints are needed for optimization other than
the simulation tool. Besides the single-step one-shot method, other so-called
multi-step one-shot schemes have been developed which perform not only
one step of the simulation iterations in each optimization cycle but several.
A survey on these schemes and a discussion on optimal sequencing of the
primal, the adjoint and the design steps can be found in [41].
The single-step one-shot method has been applied to various optimization problems with a major focus on steady state aerodynamics [36, 41, 12].
Steady state PDEs are often solved with a pseudo time-stepping method in
which the flow evolves in (pseudo) time until a steady state is reached. In this
4

case, the fixed-point PDE solver H corresponds to one (pseudo) time step
of the method while the iterates yk are the state at (pseudo) time tk . Many
applications have proven, that the cost for single-step one-shot optimization
is only a small multiple of the cost of a pure PDE simulation, measured in
iteration counts. The factor typically varies between 2 and 8 [41, 42].
However, since aerodynamic optimization with unsteady PDEs have become an active field of research [43, 13, 44], application of the single-step
one-shot method to unsteady flow is desirable.
1.2. One-shot optimization with unsteady PDEs
For optimization with unsteady PDEs one is typically interested in minimizing some long-time averaged quantity of the flow
Z
1 T
J(y(t), u) dt
(9)
lim
T →∞ T 0
while the state y : [0, ∞) → Y and the control u ∈ U satisfy an unsteady
PDE
∂y(t)
+ c(y(t), u) = 0 ∀t > 0
∂t

(10)

with appropriate initial data y(0) = y 0 . Here, c(y(t), u) represents the spacial
derivative operators of the unsteady PDE.
Simulation tools for unsteady PDEs typically discretize the transient term
by an implicit scheme and solve the resulting implicit equations sequetially
in time as proposed in the famous dual time-stepping approach [45]. We
assume throughout the paper, that the user is provided with a time-marching
simulation code of that type. Moving forward in time, the simulation code
applies a fixed-point solver G that iteratively solves the implicit equations at
each time step:
for i = 1, . . . , N :

(11)
k→∞

i
iterate yk+1
= G(yki , y i−1 , . . . , u) −→ y i = G(y i , y i−1 , . . . , u)

(12)

where y i ∈ Y approximate the PDE solution at the discrete time steps 0 =
t0 < · · · < tN = T . The inner fixed-point iterations at a certain time step
(12) are based on the converged solutions at one or more previous states
y i−1 , y i−2 , . . . , depending on the number of steps used in the multi-step timemarching scheme.
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Since these schemes operate forward in time, computing time step after
time step, integration in a simultaneous single-step one-shot optimization is
not straightforward. In the single-step one-shot method, the design updates
are integrated in the primal flow computation and are based on intermediate
state variables which, in case of unsteady PDEs, are trajectories. This means,
that the fixed-point iterator for solving the primal equation in a single-step
one-shot framework should incorporate primal state updates on an entire
intermediate time trajectory.
One possibility to achieve this while exploiting the unsteady time-marching
scheme is, to reduce the number of inner fixed-point iterations in (12) and
perform only one update at each time step. In an outer one-shot optimization
iteration, this reduced time-marching scheme is then augmented with updates
for the adjoint and design variables according to (8). This unsteady singlestep one-shot method has been applied to an optimal active flow control
problem in [10] where the flow is governed by the unsteady RANS equations.
However, the method suffers from the fact that the number of iterations
needed for convergence depends on the length of the time domain. In section
2 we numerically investigate the dependence by applying the method to an
advection-diffusion flow problem driven by an oscillatory boundary term.
The numerical investigation in Section 2 will demonstrate, that the poor
scalability with respect to the number of time steps is inherent in the unsteady PDE constraint that we account for. If the initial value of the unsteady
PDE is fixed, small corrections at earlier time steps can result in large changes
of the state at later times. This is especially the case for chaotic or turbulent
flow and is well-known as the so-called butterfly effect: A small perturbation
of the state at any time can result in large differences at later states. In other
words: The initial value problem of turbulent dynamics, which we attempt
to solve as constraints of the optimization problem, is ill-posed.
However, the objective function of the unsteady optimization problem
does not depend on a certain initial value and a certain realization of the
flow trajectory. In fact, the quantity of interest (e.g. average drag coefficient, mean flow etc.) is rather a statistical quantity of the flow which is
independent of the initial condition. Changing the initial condition would
lead to a different realization of the flow trajectory, but the statistical quantity of interest remains unchanged in the limit of infinite time.
In Section 3, we therefore reformulate the constraints of the unsteady
optimization problem by relaxing the initial value and searching for trajectories that satisfies the differential equations only. From the manifold of
6

trajectories that satisfy the PDEs, a least squares problem chooses one that
is closest in some norm to a reference trajectory while the initial value can be
adjusted accordingly. This so-called Least Square Shadowing (LSS) problem
then serves as new constraints of the unsteady optimization problem. By
solving it iteratively we can integrate it efficiently in a single-step one-shot
optimization algorithm.
Numerical results for LSS-constrained single-step one-shot optimization
in Section 4 show, that the dependency on the time domain length is no
longer visible which makes the single-step one-shot method attractive for
optimization with unsteady PDEs especially for chaotic and turbulent flow.
2. Single-step one-shot with reduced time-marching schemes
In this section, we recall the single-step one-shot method for unsteady
time-marching schemes as presented in [10] and investigate its scalability
barrier with respect to the time domain length numerically for an advectiondiffusion flow problem that is driven by an oscillatory boundary term.
The single-step one-shot method for unsteady time-marching schemes attempts to solve the discrete optimization problem
min

y 1 ,...,y N ∈Y

s.t.

,u∈U

˜ 0 , . . . , y N , u)
J(y

i

y = G(y i , y i−1 , u) ∀i = 1, . . . , N

(13)

for a fixed initial value y 0 ∈ Y . The objective function J˜: Y ×. . .×Y ×U → R
is a discrete finite-time approximation to the objective funtion in (9). The
constraints are the fixed points of the inner iterations of an implicit timemarching scheme as in (12). For simplicity, we drop the dependency of G on
previous states other than y i−1 . Application of the method to other multistep time-marching schemes is straightforward.
The first order optimality conditions for (13) are given by the KKT system
G(y i , y i−1 , u) − y i = 0 ∀i = 1, . . . , N
T
T
∂yi J˜T + ∂yi Gi − I ȳ i + ∂yi Gi+1 ȳ i+1 = 0 ∀i = 1, . . . , N
∂u J˜ +

N
X

∂u Gi

T

ȳ i = 0

i=1

where ȳ i are the adjoint variables with ȳ N = 0 and Gi := G(y i , y i−1 , u).
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(14)
(15)
(16)

In the single-step one-shot method, this set of equations is solved simultaneously in a single iteration for updating the state, the adjoint and the
design variable. It has been shown in [10], that a suitable state update is
obtained from the classical implicit time-marching scheme by reducing the
number of inner fixed-point iterations in (12) to one. One state update then
involves updates for the entire time trajectory:
for i = 1, . . . , N :
i
update yk+1
= G(yki , yki−1 , u).

(17)

In contrast to (12), the update at a certain time step now depends on inexact
states at previous time steps yki−1 instead of the converged fixed point y i−1 .
Applying AD to the reduced time-marching scheme (17) and the discrete
objective function J˜ generates an update for the adjoint variables to solve
(15)
for i = N, . . . , 1 :
i
update ȳk+1
= ∂yi J˜kT + ∂yi Gik

T

ȳki + ∂yi Gi+1
k

T

ȳki+1

(18)

and evaluates the (inexact) reduced gradient in (16). The reduced gradient
is utilized to perform a preconditioned update for the design:
!
N
X

T
uk+1 = uk − Bk−1 ∂u J˜k +
∂u Gi k ȳki .
(19)
i=1

with a preconditioning matrix Bk−1 . As in the steady case, the preconditioner
should approximate the reduced Hession of the objective function which can
be achieved by applying BFGS updates based on the reduced gradient.
In [10], the authors apply the single-step one-shot method to an optimal
active flow control problem of unsteady flow around a 2D cylinder. 15 actuation slits are installed on the cylinder surface that apply sinusoidal blowing and suction in order to reduce vorticity downstream the cylinder. An
industry standard flow solver of second order in space and time was available which solves the governing unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
equations (URANS) by applying pressure correction loops in each time step
(SIMPLE algorithm). In order to transition from simulation to single-step
one-shot optimization, the number of SIMPLE iterations at each time step is
reduced to one. The reduced time-marching scheme has been differentiated
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with the AD tool Tapenade [46] in order to generate an adjoint solver and the
reduced gradient. The resulting single-step one-shot optimization iterations
solve the URANS equations while optimizing the amplitudes of the actuation at each slit simultaneously. An average drag reduction of about 30% has
been obtained from the optimization. The cost for the single-step one-shot
optimization was measured to be 3 times the cost for a pure simulation with
the modified time-marching scheme, measured in iteration counts. However,
since the modified time-marching scheme is computationally more expensive
than the standard time-stepping scheme, the performance of the one-shot
method using the modified scheme compared to the classical scheme remains
to be investigated.
2.1. Pitfall for large time domains
It has also been observed in [10] that the number of iterations needed
for convergence of the method is proportional to the time domain length.
The dependency results from the fact, that the updates in the reduced timemarching scheme (17) are contaminated by inexact states at previous time
steps. These errors are propagated through the entire time domain in one
execution of (17).
To investigate this kind of error propagation numerically, we consider a
one dimensional advection-driven flow actuated by an oscillatory boundary
term
∂t y(t, x) + a∂x y(t, x) − µ∂xx y(t, x) = 0
y(t, 0) − µ∂x y(t, 0) = z(t)
∂xx y(t, 1) = 0
y(0, x) = 0

in Ω, ∀t > 0
∀t > 0
∀t > 0
∀x ∈ [0, 1]

(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)

in the domain Ω = (0, 1) with advection velocity a = 1 and a small diffusion
parameter µ = 10−5 . The boundary term z(t) satisfies a nonlinear ordinary
differential equation (ODE), namely the Van-der-Pol oscillator
ẋ(t) = z(t)

(24)
2

ż(t) = −x(t) + γ 1 − x(t)



z(t)

(25)

with parameter γ = 2 and initial values x(0) = z(0) = 1. We use the trapezoidal rule for discretization in time and linear upwinding and central finite
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differencing for the first and the second order spatial derivative terms, respectively. A Quasi-Newton fixed-point solver is applied at each time step to
solve the implicit equations and resemble the scenario of a general implicit
time-marching simulation tool. The reduced time-marching scheme according to (17) then performs one update of the Quasi-Newton solver at each
time step.
The performance of the reduced time-marching scheme is visualized in
Figure 1. The upper figure plots the primal residuals kyki − G(yki , yki−1 , u)kY
for each time step i for different iterations k corresponding to state updates
computed from (17). While the residuals decreases rapidly for t close to
zero, the magnitudes of residuals at later time steps stay almost unchanged
during the first iterations and get reduced only after previous time steps
have already reached a good level of convergence. The lower plot of Figure 1
illustrates a linear dependence of the convergence on the number of physical
time steps. The bigger the time domain, the more executions of (17) are
necessary in order to reduce the residuals at later time steps.
Similar convergence behavior has been observed for solving unsteady
PDEs with time domain decomposition methods [47, 48, 49]: The number of required iterations to reach a certain tolerance is proportional to the
length of the time domain. This is especially true for flow dynamics in the
presence of chaos: If the initial value is fixed, small corrections of the state
at earlier times can result in large differences of the trajectory at later time
steps. Later time chunks can therefore only converge after earlier states have
already reached a good level of convergence and can then serve as good initial
conditions for the later states.
In [47], it has therefore been proposed to relax the initial condition of
the unsteady PDE and thereby transform the unsteady flow simulation into
a well-conditioned problem. For relaxed initial condition, a perturbation of
the state at some time could be accommodated by a change in the initial
value with little effect on the state at later times.
3. Single-step one-shot with Least Squares Shadowing constraints
In this section, we reformulate the discrete optimization problem (13)
and replace the constraints by the Least Squares Shadowing problem. The
new optimization problem is then solved simultaneously with the single-step
one-shot method.
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Figure 1: Solving the advection-diffusion equation with reduced time-marching scheme:
Residuals over time for 9 different iterations ( top); number of iterations needed for convergence over number of time steps ( bottom).
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3.1. Replacing the initial value problem
We follow the idea in [47, 50] where the Least Squares Shadowing (LSS)
problem is introduced in the context of sensitivity analysis of chaotic dynamics. Instead of solving an initial value problem for unsteady PDEs where one
tries to find a flow solution that satisfies the initial value and the PDEs, the
authors suggest to focus on the governing equations only regardless of where
the trajectory starts. Among all trajectories that satisfy the governing equations, a least squares minimization problem filters out one trajectory that is
in some sense closest to a prescribed reference trajectory.
While the LSS problem is set up on the continuous level in [50], we prefer
to formulate the problem based on the discrete fixed-point formulation of the
time-marching scheme (12) in order to exploit existing unsteady simulation
software. The discrete Least Squares Shadowing (LSS) problem with fixedpoint constraints reads
N

min

y i ,i=0,...,N
∆ti ,i=1,...,N

1 X1 i
y − yri
N + 1 i=0 2

2


2
N
α X1
∆ti
+
1− i
N i=1 2
∆tr

(26)

s.t. y i = G(y i , y i−1 , ∆ti , u) for i = 1, . . . , N.
where yr0 , . . . , yrN ∈ Y denote the discrete states of a reference trajectory with
given reference time steps ∆t1r , . . . , ∆tN
r ∈ R.
The solution of the LSS problem consists of a trajectory y 0 , . . . , y N ∈ Y
(including the initial value y 0 ) and corresponding time steps ∆t1 , . . . , ∆tN
with ∆ti := ti − ti−1 that satisfy the discrete fixed-point formulation of the
governing PDE and are closest to the reference trajectory in the metric given
by the objective function. The second term of the objective function regularizes the problem by factoring out tangential movement along the trajectory.
The regularization parameter α > 0 is chosen such that both terms in the
objective function have the same order of magnitude. The LSS problem has
a unique and stable solution if the reference trajectory is close to the solution in the metric given by the objective function [50, 51]. The reference
trajectory should therefore be chosen as a solution to the unsteady PDEs
to a different parameter u. It can be computed in advance where the corresponding u could be the initial guess of the outer optimization problem
(13).
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3.2. Solving the discrete Least Squares Shadowing problem
Let w1 , . . . , wN ∈ Y ∗ denote the Lagrangian multipliers associated with
the LSS problem (26). The necessary optimality conditions are given by the
KKT system
i
:=
Rw

T

T
1
(27)
y i − yri + ∂yi Gi − I wi + ∂yi Gi+1 wi+1 = 0
N +1
for i = 0, . . . , N


i
 i
α
∆t
i
i T
iG
:= −
R∆t
w =0
(28)
1
−
+
∂
∆t
N ∆tir
∆tir
for i = 1, . . . , N
Ryi := Gi (y i , y i−1 , ∆ti , u) − y i = 0

(29)

for i = 1, . . . , N

where w0 = wN +1 = 0.
We solve this system of equations iteratively by applying
a Quasi-Newton

0
N
method. Linearization with respect to y = y , . . . , y , ∆t = ∆t1 , . . . ∆tN
and w = w1 , . . . , wN and neglecting second order derivatives of Gi lead to
the approximate Newton step
 

 


 
y k+1
yk
δy
yk
∆tk+1  = ∆tk  + δ∆t =: H ∆tk  , u
(30)
wk+1
wk
δw
wk
where the update (δy, δ∆t, δw)T is computed from the linear system





δy
Rw
I 0 CT
 0 I DT  δ∆t = − R∆t 
C D 0
δw
Ry

(31)

with



C=


∂y0 G1

∂y1 G1 − I
∂y1 G2
..
.


∂y2 G2 − I
..
.
∂yN −1 GN
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∂yN GN − I






(32)

and


∂∆t1 G1


D=


..

.
N

∂∆tN G


.

(33)

Exploiting the block structure by building the Schur complement results in
the equation

CC T + DDT δw = Ry + CRw + DR∆t
(34)
which needs to be solved for δw in each Quasi-Newton iteration. We can
then compute the trajectory update from
δy = −Rw − C T δw

δ∆t = −R∆t − DT δw.

(35)
(36)

Although the linear system is of large scale, it is sparse and its block
tridiagonal structure can be exploited. New High Performance Computing
(HPC) techniques that solve the resulting space-time system (34) in parallel
will help to reduce the computational costs. For now, we solve the equation
with a direct solver. However, iterative methods will reduce the memory
requirements drastically. Moreover, multigrid methods that are specially
tailored for equation (34) have been investigated and are an active field of
research [52].
3.3. Single-step one-shot with LSS constraints
Instead of solving the optimization problem (13), we now replace the
ill-conditioned initial value problem in the constraints by the necessary optimality conditions of the discrete LSS problem written in terms of the fixedpoint Quasi-Newton solver H defined in (30). The reformulated optimization
problem is given by
min J˜ (y, ∆t, u)
 
  
y
y
s.t. ∆t = H ∆t , u .
w
w
y,∆t,w,u
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(37)

Although the fixed point that solves the LSS constraint depends on the prescribed reference trajectory (y r , ∆tr ), the objective J˜ is independent of the
reference if the time domain is large.
The optimization problem with LSS constraints (37) can now be solved
¯ w̄)
with the single-step one-shot method as explained in Section 1.1. Let (ȳ, ∆t,
denote the Lagrange multipliers associated to the optimization problem (37),
the single-step one-shot iteration is then given by





y k+1
yk
∆tk+1  = H ∆tk  , uk 
(38)
wk+1
wk




T

ȳ k
ȳ k+1
∂Hk
¯ k
¯ k+1  = ∇(y,∆t,w) J˜k +
∆t
∆t
(39)
∂(y, ∆t, w)
w̄k
w̄k+1




T
ȳ k
∂Hk
¯ k  .
∆t
uk+1 = uk − Bk−1 ∇u J˜k +
(40)
∂u
w̄k
Since the primal updates (38) require the solution of a sparse linear system
according to (34), so do the adjoint updates (38). However, since the Schur
complement matrix CC T + DDT is symmetric, only the right hand side of
the adjoint linear equation differs, which can be exploited efficiently when
computing the updates with AD.
4. Numerical Results
We consider numerical results for advection-dominated flow in one dimension similar to Section 2.1 while the upstream boundary condition is
determined by an ODE:
∂t y(t, x) + a∂x y(t, x) − µ∂xx y(t, x) = 0
y(t, 0) − µ∂x y(t, 0) = z(t)
∂xx y(t, 1) = 0
y(0, x) = 0

in Ω, t > 0
∀t > 0
∀t > 0
∀x ∈ [0, 1]

(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)

where Ω = (0, 1), with advection velocity a = 1.0 and small diffusion parameter µ = 10−5 . The upstream boundary condition given by z(t) mimics the
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near wake of flow past cylindrical bluff bodies. We consider two scenarios:
In the first test case, z(t) satisfies the Van-der-Pol oscillator
ẋ(t) = z(t)

(45)


ż(t) = −x(t) + γ 1 − x(t)2 z(t)

(46)

with γ > 0 which models periodic vortex shedding. The second test case corresponds to irregular and aperiodic oscillations that occur for higher Reynolds
numbers. These are modeled by the Lorenz attractor:
ẋ(t) = σ(y(t) − r(t))
ṙ(t) = x(t)(ρ − z(t)) − r(t)
ż(t) = x(t)r(t) − βz(t)

(47)
(48)
(49)

with σ = 10 and β = 83 fixed and ρ > 0.
Again we assume, that we are provided with a classical implicit timemarching scheme solving the PDE equations (41) - (44) with Van-der-Pol or
Lorenz boundary condition. The inner fixed-point iterator G consists of one
update of the Quasi-Newton method that solves the implicit equations at
each time step as in Section 2.1.
In Section 4.1, we solve the LSS problem for the model problem (41) - (44)
with Van-der-Pol and with Lorenz boundary condition, respectively, where
the parameters γ > 0 and ρ > 0 are fixed. These parameters then serve as
design variables for one-shot optimization with LSS constraints presented in
Section 4.2
4.1. Solving the LSS problem for advection-driven flow
For both test cases, a reference trajectory for the parameters γ = 2
and ρ = 28, respectively, is computed in advance with prescribed time step
size ∆tir = 0.005. The necessary optimality conditions of the LSS problem
are then solved iteratively for the perturbed parameters γ = 3 and ρ =
29, respectively. The update function H is set up according to Section 3.2
applying approximate Newton updates for the trajectory y, the time steps
∆t and the Lagrangian multipliers of the LSS problem w.
Figure 2 visualizes the convergence of the LSS iterations for both the Vander-Pol and the Lorenz boundary test cases. For both boundary types, the
primal residuals kyki − G(yki , yki−1 , u)kY of different intermediate trajectories
are reduced uniformly over the entire time domain. The dependency on
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the time step number as observed for the reduced time-marching scheme in
Section 2.1, Figure 1, has been removed. This is also visible in Figure 3 where
LSS solutions with have been computed for various numbers of time steps
and corresponding reference trajectories. The numbers of iterations needed
for convergence are independent of the number of time steps for both, the
regular periodic as well as the chaotic boundary test case.
A detailed view on the upstream chaotic boundary of the reference solution for ρ = 28 and the corresponding LSS solution computed with ρ = 29 is
given in Figure 4. As expected, the LSS solution closely tracks the reference
trajectory on a transformed time scale.

residuals
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time steps

Figure 2: Residuals over time while solving the LSS problem for advection-diffusion equation with periodic ( top) and chaotic boundary term ( bottom).
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# iterations for convergence
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Lorenz boundary
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5000

Figure 3: Number of iterations needed for solving the LSS problem over number of time
steps for the periodic (Van-der-Pol boundary) and chaotic boundary test case (Lorenz
boundary).

4.2. Single-step one-shot with LSS constraints for advection-driven flow
The iterative LSS solver from the previous section is now integrated in a
single-step one-shot optimization loop according to Section 3.3. Again, the
reference trajectories are computed with parameters γ = 2 and ρ = 28. These
parameters then serve as design variables in order to minimize a tracking type
objective function for matching the space-time averaged state to a prescribed
value atarget
 Z
2
1 1 T
ky(t, ·)k2 dt − atarget .
(50)
JT =
2 T 0
The target values atarget have been computed in advance for the parameters
γ = 3 and ρ = 29, respectively.
The adjoint updates as well as the reduced gradient are computed with
the open source AD tool CoDiPack [53]. The preconditioner for the design
update is approximated with σI where a fixed step size of σ = 0.5 is chosen.
In Figure 5, the single-step one-shot optimization history is plotted for the
Van-der-Pol boundary (left) and the Lorenz boundary (right). For both cases,
the primal and adjoint residuals computed from k(y, ∆t, w)k −(y, ∆t, w)k−1 k
¯ w̄)k −(ȳ, ∆t,
¯ w̄)k−1 k are reduced simultaneously with the norm
and k(ȳ, ∆t,
of the reduced gradient indicating that the one-shot method has been applied
successfully. The objective function is reduced to machine precision. Comparing the number of iterations needed for convergence of the optimization
18
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Figure 4: Image section of the chaotic boundary of the reference solution for ρ = 28 and
the corresponding LSS solution computed with ρ = 29.

in Figure 5 with that of the pure LSS simulation in Figure 3 for number of
time steps N = 4000 one can see that the cost for a single-step one-shot
optimization for the Van-der-pol and the Lorenz boundary cases are about
3 and 5 times the cost for a pure LSS simulation, respectively, measured in
iteration counts.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a reformulation of unsteady PDE-constrained
optimization that enables the integration of existing unsteady simulation
software into simultaneous single-step one-shot optimization.
The new formulation replaces the unsteady PDE constraint by a least
squares problem that relaxes the initial condition and focuses only on the
discrete implicit equations arising from classical implicit time-stepping methods. The necessary optimality conditions of the least squares problem are
solved iteratively in space-time using a non-intrusive Quasi-Newton method.
These iterations are integrated in a single-step one-shot optimization loop.
The new approach has been applied to a one dimensional advectiondiffusion equation driven by an oscillating upstream boundary condition.
Solving the corresponding least squares problem provides a uniform reduction of the residuals over the entire time domain - independent of the time
domain length. Its integration into a simultaneous one-shot method has been
demonstrated for an inverse design optimization problem.
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Figure 5: One-shot optimization with LSS constraints for advection-diffusion equation
with Van-der-Pol boundary ( top) and Lorenz boundary ( bottom).
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By relaxing the initial condition, changes to the trajectory at early time
chunks and changes to the design parameters can be accommodated by a
change in the initial condition of the trajectory. Transporting information
is thereby no longer limited to forward-in-time propagation as it is the case
for unsteady PDEs with fixed initial conditions. The formulation is therefore
especially beneficial for simultaneous optimization of statistical quantities
subject to chaotic and turbulent flow constraints.
Consequently, as a next step the presented framework will be applied to
optimal control of massively separated flow. This necessitates the application
of new HPC techniques that solve the resulting space-time system efficiently.
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